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This paper presents a review of intrinsic motivation in player
modeling, with a focus on simulation-based game testing.
Modern AI agents can learn to win many games; from a game
testing perspective, a remaining research problem is how to
model the aspects of human player behavior not explained
by purely rational and goal-driven decision making. A major
piece of this puzzle is constituted by intrinsic motivations, i.e.,
psychological needs that drive behavior without extrinsic reinforcement such as game score. We first review the common
intrinsic motivations discussed in player psychology research
and artificial intelligence, and then proceed to systematically
review how the various motivations have been implemented in
simulated player agents. Our work reveals that although motivations such as competence and curiosity have been studied
in AI, work on utilizing them in simulation-based game testing is sparse, and other motivations such as social relatedness,
immersion, and domination appear particularly underexplored.
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INTRODUCTION

Game design is typically an iterative process of implementing a prototype or game feature, testing it with players, and
improving the design based on test feedback. The testing and
improvement iteration is necessitated by the difficulty of predicting game and player behavior and the player experience
arising from play. The emerging field of simulation-based
game testing holds the promise of providing faster and more
cost-effective feedback to game designers by replacing human
players with simulated agents. Ultimately, if provided with
fully human-like simulated players, one could automatically
optimize designs by allowing an algorithm to carry out parts
of the design and testing iteration in silico.
Following the recent advances in deep reinforcement learning (e.g., [57, 84]), AI players can already learn to win many
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games, and different degrees of skill can also be simulated [97,
46]; a remaining research problem is to model the aspects of
human player behavior not explained by purely rational maximization of in-game rewards, i.e., cognitive biases, emotions,
and intrinsic motivations. The latter refer to psychological
needs that elicit motivation even in the absence of extrinsic
motivation and rewards such as game score, and constitute a
major piece of the puzzle.
In this paper, we provide the first systematic review of intrinsic
motivations in player modeling and simulation-based game
testing, in an attempt to better bridge the growing, but so far
largely disjoint fields of player psychology and game AI. We
hope our work provides new ideas, goals and insights for AI
researchers, and points psychologists and human-computer
interaction researchers to new technological tools and computational models. Our work reveals that although motivations
such as competence and curiosity have been studied in AI,
work on simulation-based game testing is sparse, and other
motivations such as social relatedness and immersion appear
particularly underexplored despite the ample psychological
literature on them.
In the following, we first explain the review methodology. To
provide a clear structure for the rest of the paper, we have
summarized the results in Table 2 at the end of the paper. We
have divided the paper into three major sections, each corresponding to a column of the table. We first overview the
major intrinsic motivations and psychological needs discussed
in literature on motivation and games (Table 2 left). Subsequently, the motivations are used as lenses for analyzing AI
research. We briefly review how the motivations have been
implemented and utilized in artificial agents (Table 2 middle),
and then systematically review the more specific domain of
player modeling and simulated game-playing agents (Table 2
right). Each of the three sections ends with a brief summary,
with overall summary and conclusions provided at the end of
the paper.
METHODOLOGY

Since we aimed to both review the state of the art and identify underresearched areas in player modeling and simulationbased game testing, we adopted a process of 1) reviewing
common intrinsic motivations discussed in player psychology
and AI research, and 2) conducting literature searches specific to player modeling and simulation-based game testing,
using both the generic term "intrinsic motivation" and specific
motivation keywords identified in stage 1. Naturally, we also
checked the related work cited by the found papers. We used
Google Scholar as the primary search engine, as it indexes
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multiple databases including both games, human-computer
interaction, and AI publications. Table 1 details the literature
searches conducted in stage 2, and Table 2 summarizes the
results.
In stage 1, literature searches such as "intrinsic motivation"
AND "computer game", or "intrinsic motivation" AND "artificial intelligence" returned thousands of papers, which we
did not have the resources to go through systematically. Thus,
we primarily relied on existing reviews and books [28, 36, 4,
7, 58, 21], augmented by going through the first 100 search
results to sanity-check for major omissions. Our goal is not to
contribute yet another comprehensive review of the broader
field of intrinsically motivated AI, but instead focus on player
modeling and simulation-based game testing. As summarized
in Table 1, our more specific searches on player modeling and
game testing returned a manageable number of papers.
A note on scope

Player modeling denotes the field of research focusing on
computational models of players in games [93]. This includes
multiple approaches such as gathering a dataset of human
playtraces and training a machine learning model to predict
the player’s actions in a given situation. Our focus here is on
algorithmic player modeling, i.e., approaches that explicitly
implement behavioral laws and do not need extensive datasets,
except possibly for parameter tuning. Such approaches offer
greater flexibility of deployment, especially regarding automated testing and balancing of new games or game features
for which data from human players is not yet available [24].
For a broader review of player modeling and the use of AI
techniques in player modeling, we refer the reader to the work
of Yannakakis and Togelius [93, 94, 95].
Our literature searches on player modeling also returned several psychological papers on, e.g., predicting motivation based
on personality traits, other psychological variables such as
self-esteem, or physiological signals [10, 9, 40]. These are
likewise beyond the scope of this paper.
In summary, the excluded papers 1) did not propose or test
any computational motivation model that can be implemented
in a game-playing agent, or 2) used data-driven models that
cannot necessarily be reapplied when game parameters change
without collecting new data from human players [24]. On
the other hand, we included papers that focus on non-player
characters (NPCs) instead of simulated players; if such NPCs
can generate plausible human-like behavior, the underlying
techniques should be relevant for player modeling as well.

SIMULATION-BASED GAME TESTING

Before moving on to intrinsic motivation and its computational
models, we first give a brief overview of the state-of-the-art in
simulation-based game testing.
AI agents can learn to play many games as well as human
players [57, 84]. AI agents can also model different levels of
skill, e.g., by using Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) with
limited computing budget [97, 46]. Researchers have also
emulated human-like imprecision, limited reaction time, and
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Table 1. Literature searches conducted and findings
Searched terms

Found papers

Included papers

"player modeling" and "intrinsic
motivation"

69

[11]

"player modeling" and
"competence"

132

[51, 55, 11]

"player modeling" and "autonomy"

147

[11]

"player modeling" and "relatedness"

23

[11]

"player modeling" and "curiosity"

136

[27, 11, 53, 65, 25]

"artificial intelligence" and "game
testing" and "intrinsic motivation"

37

[20]

"artificial intelligence" and
"game testing" and "competence"

76

[20]

"artificial intelligence" and
"game testing" and "autonomy"

41

[20]

"artificial intelligence" and
"game testing" and "relatedness"

10

0

"artificial intelligence" and
"game testing" and "curiosity"

78

[20]

"player experience" and "intrinsic motivation" and "computational
model"

32

[24, 50]

"player experience" and "competence" and "computational model"

53

[14, 3, 51, 55, 24, 50]

"player experience" and "autonomy"
and "computational model"

48

[24]

"player experience" and "relatedness" and "computational model"

11

[23, 24]

"player experience" and "curiosity"
and "computational model"

51

[24, 53, 50]

choosing incorrect actions [35, 39, 26]. Taken together, these
results mean that AI agents can be used to answer many of
the same questions as testing with real players, e.g., whether a
level can be completed, what behavior emerges with different
playing skill levels, or whether some weapon overrules others.
However, quantifying the player experience beyond challenge
and skill requires modeling of motivation and emotion.
In addition to the explicit, algorithmic motivation models reviewed in this paper, simulated player agents can also utilize
implicit, data-based models learned from real players. For
example, the state-dependent probabilities of actions observed
in real players have been included in the upper confidence
bound (UCB) formula of Monte Carlo tree search [17, 38].
Supervised imitation learning [63, 16], NeuroEvolution [67],
and inverse reinforcement learning [44] are other methods
which use human player data to emulate human game play.
As discussed in the next section, various player typologies
represent categorizations of the space of motivations. The typologies have also been directly utilized in creating simulated
player personas, each with their own (game-specific) objective
or reward functions and preferred goals [31, 32, 30].
INTRINSIC MOTIVATION IN GAMES AND PSYCHOLOGY

Since playing a game is usually a voluntary activity, designers cannot force the player to act in a predetermined manner.
Instead, one can only try to motivate the player; hence, psy-
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chology of motivation is one of the fields of research foundational to game design. Both psychology and game design
literature usually divide motivations into extrinsic ones (e.g,
scoring, leaderboards, rewards) and intrinsic ones (e.g., needs
for competence and autonomy) [36, 37, 72]. The focus of this
review is on intrinsic motivation, as it is less straightforward
to support through game design and operationalize as AI code.

In the Sheldon et al. [83] satisfying event experiments discussed in the previous section, curiosity/novelty also appeared
high in the form of their pleasure-stimulation construct, which
was rated using items such as "That I was experiencing new
sensations and activities." Related constructs are also common
in many player typologies [28].

In the following, we review central research on intrinsic
(player) motivations and player types. The terms motivation
and type are sometimes used interchangeably. We would like
to make the distinction that research on player motivation typically identifies core motivation dimensions such as curiosity
or immersion, while a "player type" represents a label given to
a cluster or class of players in a multidimensional motivation
space. Our treatment leans heavily on the fairly recent metasynthesis of player type research by Hamari and Tuunanen
[28], augmented with non-game-specific psychology research.

Immersion

Competence, autonomy, relatedness

One of the dominant intrinsic motivation theories is SelfDetermination Theory (SDT), which posits that humans have
three central needs: feeling of competence (e.g., taking on
and mastering challenges), feeling of autonomy, and feeling
of social relatedness [73]. SDT is used in various fields such
as education, sports, and physical exercise, and its three needs
have also been found to predict game enjoyment and intention
to play in the future [74].
Further evidence of Self-Determination Theory’s wide applicability is provided by the three studies by Sheldon et al. [83].
They asked the participants to think of the "most satisfying
events" of their lives and then rate the salience of 10 needs
identified in the psychological literature, using Likert-scale
answers to statements like "During this event I felt a sense of
contact with people who care for me, and whom I care for."
In the results, competence, autonomy, and relatedness were
consistently among the top 4 needs. Thus, we have selected
them as the first three needs to be included in Table 2.
Curiosity, novelty, and interest

In addition to Self-Determination Theory, a frequently discussed intrinsic motivation in both games, learning, and artificial intelligence is curiosity, included as the fourth motivation
in our Table 2. Its importance was highlighted already in the
perhaps earliest empirical psychological study on intrinsic
motivation and games by Malone [48]. However, later psychological research views curiosity as a personality trait that
modulates the feeling of interest, which is elicited through
appraisals of novelty-complexity and comprehensibility [85].
According to this theory, we are interested in, e.g., music that
is novel and/or complex enough to spark our curiosity, but
not incomprehensibly complex or novel. As Silvia [85] puts
it, new and comprehensible works are interesting; new and
incomprehensible things are confusing. This explains how
musicians or music enthusiasts find pleasure in musical styles
such as free jazz that may seem as incomprehensible and offputting to a layperson. Similar results on novelty were also
recently obtained in educational games by Lomas et al. [47].
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In his often cited study, Yee [96] identified three overarching
motivational components: Achievement, Social, and Immersion. As Yee’s achivement and social motivations overlap
considerably with Self-Determination Theory’s competence
and relatedness, we have not included them as separate components in Table 2.
Yee’s Immersion component comprises the subcomponents
discovery, role-playing, customization, and escapism. Except
for discovery, these are not well explained by the SDT or
curiosity/novelty motivations, and they are also not directly
related to extrinsic reinforcement. Thus, they would warrant a
new category in Table 2. However, this is omitted as we found
no papers with computational models of immersion.
Domination

The five key motivations discussed so far (competence, autonomy, social relatedness, curiosity/novelty, immersion) align
well with the comprehensive meta-synthesis of player type
research by Hamari and Tuunanen [28], who propose that
player type and motivation research could be synthesized into
the five dimensions of achievement, exploration, sociability,
immersion, and domination.
The only component that stands out in the comparison is domination. We interpret domination as overlapping with SDT’s
autonomy, although the overlap is only partial – to be autonomous means that one is not dominated by others, but it
does not imply exerting influence on others. Fascinatingly,
domination was also studied by Sheldon et al. [83], whose
Popularity-Influence scale included items like "I strongly influenced others’ beliefs and behavior." and "I had strong impact
on what other people did". However, Popularity-Influence was
only the 9th most salient need within the participants’ most
satisfying experiences, way below competence, relatedness,
or autonomy. Further, as we did not find domination-specific
research in AI and player modeling, we have not included it
as its own component in Table 2.
Summary and discussion

Naturally, the four key motivations listed on the left in Table 2
only represent one possible high-level coding of the various
motivations discussed in the literature. Although motivations
and needs can in principle be categorized with arbitrary granularity, and each new dataset might reveal a different motivational structure, it appears that player motivation research has
reached something of a saturation point; the same high-level
constructs such as Self-Determination Theory’s competence,
autonomy, and social relatedness are repeating in many studies
in slightly varied forms. Thus, we are confident that we have
included at least the most essential motivations.
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Various alternative motivation models also exist. For instance,
Heeter et al. [29] test the validity of Elliot and McGregor’s [19]
achievement goal framework in the context of games. They
separate achievement goals into mastery and performance; a
mastery-seeking person is motivated to develop competence
regardless of others, whereas a person with performance goals
seeks to demonstrate competence to others and avoids displaying incompetence. Other much cited player typologies
and motivation models include Bartle’s early player typology
of achievers, explorers, socializers, and killers [6], Lazzaro’s
types of fun [43], and the neurobiologically inspired Brainhex player satisfaction model [61]. Brainhex divides players
into seven archetypes: Seeker, Survivor, Daredevil, Mastermind, Conqueror, Socializer, and Achiever, which are largely
in agreement with other models included the Hamari and Tuunanen meta-synthesis discussed above [28]. Lazzaro [43]
proposes four types of fun: hard fun, easy fun, people fun, and
serious fun. Hard fun is related to competence/achievement
motivations, easy fun to curiosity and exploration, and people
fun to social relatedness. Lazzaro [43] defines serious fun as
"play as therapy", changing how players think, feel or behave,
which is beyond our focus on basic psychological needs.
INTRINSIC MOTIVATION IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

There exists a growing body of research on intrinsic motivation in artificial intelligence, in particular in the domain
of Reinforcement Learning (RL). The research dates back to
Schmidhuber’s early work on curiosity in RL [78, 79] and the
more general intrinsically motivated RL formulation of Singh
et al. [86]. This section reviews the field, with a summary
provided in the middle column of Table 2
The concept of reinforcement bridges between AI and psychology and contributes to a unifying view of both extrinsic and
intrinsic motivation. Both reinforcement learning and other
AI methods usually employ some form of a reward function to
maximize, such as a game score, or an action cost to minimize.
This is analogical to the psychological concept of reinforcement, i.e., rewards and punishment. The term originates from
early behavioral psychology, which focused purely on extrinsic reinforcement such as food pellets given to animal subjects.
Although later psychological literature on intrinsic motivation avoids using the term reinforcement, intrinsic motivation
can nevertheless be considered as reinforcement arising from
within an organism [15, 86, 58].

Figure 1. The classic Reinforcement Learning agent-environment loop.

In traditional reinforcement learning, an agent observes the
environment, acts, and receives a reward/reinforcement, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The reward is typically determined
by a task-specific reward function. For example, there might
be a positive reward for finding food in a maze, and a small
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negative reward (i.e., punishment) for moving. Reinforcement
learning methods aim to maximize the expected future cumulative reward, which in this case would result in the agent
learning to search for food using minimal movement.

Figure 2. Intrinsic motivation as a layer that translates observations –
including possible extrinsic reinforcement – into intrinsic reinforcement
that is optimized by the agent.

In intrinsically motivated reinforcement learning, the reinforcement originate from within the agent/organism, and the
extrinsic rewards no longer directly guide the learning [86].
This conceptual model is illustrated in Figure 2. Essentially,
an intrinsic motivation layer translates observations and extrinsic reinforcement signals such as game score into intrinsic
reinforcement that is then optimized through traditional RL.
Our model is simplified from Singh et al. [86], where the environment is divided into an internal and external environment;
the internal environment translates the agent’s decisions into
actions, and the sensations from the external environment into
internal states and rewards observed by the agent. We omit
this extra detail as the division between the internal and external environment is neither always clear nor necessary. Also,
from an embodied and phenomenological perspective, it can
be argued that an agent should observe/sense both the external
environment and internal/bodily sensations as a whole.
As an example of how the mapping from extrinsic to intrinsic reinforcement works, consider that Skinner’s early animal
studies found that motivation to act is not simply proportional
to an extrinsic reward; instead, random or otherwise unpredictable rewards yield strongest motivation [15], an effect that
is exploited by the lottery mechanics of many modern games
[13, 45]. Later research has also uncovered parts of the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms – it is known that
dopamine plays a key role in motivation, and dopamine response in monkey brains has been observed to be proportional
to the difference between actual and predicted reward [81].
Considering the architecture of Figure 2, the prediction and
differencing would be computed within the intrinsic motivation model, and the intrinsic reinforcement signal would then
model dopamine release, reinforcing the exploration of behaviors that yield unpredictable and novel results. This in turn can
be considered a simple implementation of the intrinsic drive
of curiosity, guiding an agent or organism to learn and explore
widely and avoid getting stuck in a local optimum. Similar
ideas are implemented in many recent AI algorithms [87, 8,
34, 33, 2, 66, 90].
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From motivation to emotion

As reviewed recently by Moerland et al. [58], the intrinsically motivated reinforcement learning framework can also
be interpreted as implementing emotions in a way compatible with the appraisal theory of emotions, which posits that
emotions are elicited as combinations of evaluations (appraisals) of events and situations [70]. Practically all intrinsically motivated reinforcement learning systems as well as
other biologically inspired cognitive architectures implement
one or more appraisals such as the novelty/unexpectedness
evaluation discussed above. In the following, we use the
term computational appraisal to denote such appraisals implemented as code. These are then combined and encoded
as the intrinsic reinforcement maximized by a learner or a
search/planning/optimization method [4, 58, 21]. Ultimately,
positive emotions are treated as intrinsic rewards, and negative
emotions as intrinsic punishment. Although Moerland et al.
[58] also identify four other key roles for emotion than reward
manipulation, the other roles are more related to technical details of how to optimize the intrinsic rewards within a specific
class of learning algorithms, e.g., by using a higher learning
rate to adapt faster to life-threatening situations.
Different models have been proposed about which appraisals
contribute to which emotions, and the intricate relationships
between motivation and emotion are yet to be fully uncovered
in psychology (e.g., [92]). One clear connection is offered by
Lazarus [42]: In his structural model of appraisal, so called
primary appraisals comprise evaluations of motivational relevance and motivational congruence. Motivational relevance
evaluation reflects the situation against the individual’s needs,
whereas motivational congruence denotes evaluating the consistency of the situation with the individual’s goals. Considering this dichotomy, an intrinsically motivated game playing agent should implement motivational relevance appraisals
based on its psychological needs, and motivational congruence
appraisals related to extrinsic goals provided by the game such
as completing the current game level.
Common computational appraisals

Computational appraisals directly linked to the intrinsic motivations of Table 2 include:
• Empowerment/control/power/competence (e.g., [75, 59,
22]): The computational model of empowerment, as first
introduced by Klyubin et al. [41], denotes the degree of freedom that an agent has over the environment. An empowered
agent prefers states where it will have the most control and
also will be able to sense this control. Formally, empowerment is defined as the maximum amount of information that
the agent could collect by performing a sequence of actions.
Guckelsberger et al. [24] draw on psychology research to
relate empowerment to both competence and autonomy. In
the PSI cognitive architecture [5], there’s a need/appraisal
for competence, which is increased by each satisfaction of
other needs such as thirst or hunger, and decreased by long
periods of non-satisfaction.
• Novelty/surprise/curiosity/(un-)certainty (e.g., [87, 62, 8,
34, 2, 66]): These appraisals cause the agent to seek novel
experiences. For example, the agent can be given an extra
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reward if it visits a previously non-visited state, or observes
action outcomes that it did not predict, i.e., that conflict with
the understanding it has built so far. Pathak et al. [66] add an
intrinsic reward proportional to how hard it is for the agent
to predict the consequences of its own actions. Houthooft et
al. [34] used variational inference to measure information
gain, persuading the agents to take actions which surprise
them and cause large updates of their learned dynamics
model. The PSI cognitive architecture [5] defines a need
for certainty about the agent’s knowledge; low certainty
triggers the agent to explore its environment.
• Loneliness/Social affiliation ([76, 5, 18]) Although the need
for social relatedness is perhaps among the hardest intrinsic
motivations to implement as computational appraisals, there
are some practical examples. In Salichs et al. [76], getting
kicked or stolen from increase the agent’s loneliness, and
being given to decreases loneliness. It should be noted that
gifting is also one of the most common social mechanics
in games [1]. The PSI cognitive architecture [5, 18] also
includes the need for social affiliation. The corresponding
appraisal is increased by other agents’ signals of legitimacy
such as a smile or a clap on the shoulder, and decreased by
signals of nonaffiliation.
The review by Moerland et al. [58] also lists other common
computational appraisals, including intrinsic pleasantness and
social accountability. Intrinsic pleasantness denotes an appraisal of the pleasantness of a stimulus independent of an
extrinsic goal [77], which might seem difficult to implement
computationally. Indeed, practical intrinsic pleasantness implementations are not always well motivated by emotion theory and they can be task and goal-specific. In the maze task
of Marinier et al. [49], directions leading to walls have low
intrinsic pleasantness. Sequeira et al. [82] denote intrinsic
pleasantness simply as valence, and state that it refers to the
biological significance for the organism, which is close to
Lazarus’ motivational relevance [42]. Sequeira et al. [82]
implement the valence appraisal as the ratio of the current
extrinsic reward to the total expected future reward.
Social accountability is an example of a complex cognitive
appraisal related to social emotions. As noted by Moerland
et al. [58], it is also an example of an appraisal that requires
some other AI techniques in addition to the basic intrinsically
motivated RL framework, which probably explains why it
has received less attention. It is however a highly relevant
modulator for the need of social relatedness, as understanding
who was responsible for an event affects who we like and want
to be affiliated with.
An alternative overview of computationally implemented intrinsic motivations is given by Baldassare and Mirolli [4] who
divide the implementations into prediction-based, competencebased, and novelty-based ones. On the other hand, Oudeyer
and Kaplan [64] propose a division into knowledge-based,
competence-based, and morphological models.
Many intrinsically motivated systems also implement homeostatic variables, i.e., low-level existential needs such as hunger
or thirst, which also modulate the intrinsic reinforcement.
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The division between homeostatic variables and emotional
appraisals is not clear, however. For example, Moerland et al.
[58] categorize loneliness as a homeostatic variable instead of
an appraisal.
Summary and discussion

As pointed out by Moerland et al. [58], translating abstract cognitive concepts to computational models is often not straightforward, which probably explains why the technical literature
on intrinsic motivation is focused on relatively simple motivations and appraisals such as competence and curiosity. Another
explanation for this is that intrinsically motivated AI does not
always aim to model human psychological needs or human behavior; instead, the goal is often to engineer more autonomous
agents which learn more efficiently by e.g. exploring their
environment, especially when extrinsic rewards are sparse or
otherwise provide only a weak supervisory signal for the learning process. An example of this in classic computer games
is Montezuma’s Revenge, which an intrinsically motivated,
exploratory agent can solve more efficiently [8]. Yet another
use for intrinsically motivated RL is proposed by Sukhbaatar
et al. [89], who used a Goal Generative Adversarial Network
(Goal GAN) to model the interplay of a coach agent and a
learning agent. Their intrinsic reward structure guided the
coach to come up with appropriately difficult challenges.
Looking at the psychological and technical literature as a
whole, terminology appears convoluted; same terms are used
for different purposes, and different terms are used for the
same purpose. The fields could certainly benefit from more
crosstalk and common vocabulary. Motivational relevance
and motivational congruence concepts are in particular often
mixed. For example, in Sequeira et al. [82], motivational
relevance is proportional to the distance of the agent of its
perceived goals instead of psychological needs.
INTRINSIC MOTIVATION IN PLAYER MODELING

This section reviews how the motivations and computational
appraisals discussed above have been applied in the domain
of player modeling and simulation-based game testing.
Competence and autonomy

Many of the papers featuring intrinsically motivated gameplaying agents discuss and implement multiple motivations.
Competence and autonomy motivations in particular appear
often entangled through appraisals such as empowerment.
An example of a computational appraisal for competence is
given by Merrick [51], extending previous work on curiosity
[53]. Competence is modeled as having an inverted U relation to the estimated error of the agent’s current action-value
function model. Thus, the competence appraisal is low when
the agent predicts the future rewards of actions either very
accurately or very inaccurately. In other words, the appraisal
is high when there’s a moderate learning error.
Related to competence, Merrick and Shafi [55] proposed a
computational model of achievement and power motivations
for goal selection. Their base appraisal is the probability of
success, which is then transformed nonlinearly so that the
agent may either require a high probability of success to be
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motivated (avoidance of failure, needing successes for feeling
competent), or favor a moderate probability, only ignoring
very improbable or highly probable successes (achievement
motivation, seeking challenges). Power motivation is nonlinearly proportional to the reward associated with a goal;
power-motivated agents seek high-payoff goals. Merrick and
Shafi [55] tested their model using reflexive agents in different
scenarios. Reflexive agents select actions based on the current
percept of the environment only [71].
In a continuation study, Merrick [52] used the same computational model of motivation in order to highlight the role of
motivation in decision making. They demonstrated how different behaviors of agents emerged in a game theoretic setting
by different parameters of the computational model. Merrick
defined different agents by changing the parameters, and then
computed the optimal motivating incentive (Ω). Subsequently,
they computed the subjective incentive It which determines
the agent’s perception of the explicit incentive (payoff) as
It = Vmax − |Vt − Ω|, where Vmax and Vt denote the maximum
possible explicit incentive (payoff) and the explicit incentive
received for executing behavior Bt−1 , respectively. Agents
use this subjective incentive to update the probability of a
specific behavior. Merrick tested the agents in social dilemma
games with mixed-motive environments in which agents had
to choose between being cooperative and defecting. The results showed that agents changed their strategy over time with
respect to their optimal motivating incentive and their opponent’s behavior.
Mariusdottir et al. [50] implemented a meta-controller which
drives the agent to tasks at a level of complexity suitable for
its skill level. The level complexity is defined as the minimum
skill that the agent needs for success; this is measured through
trials with different skill levels. They tested the method on a
role-playing game where the skill level of the agent is represented by the character’s attributes.
Cai et al. [14] proposed a computational model of competence
need based on PSI theory. They applied it for controlling
an agent living in a game environment inspired by Minecraft.
Competence was computed based on the number of the agent’s
successful and failed actions.
Anthony, Polani and Nehaniv [3] have evaluated empowerment
as intrinsic drive for general game-playing agents. To model
play under bounded rationality, they have employed the information bottleneck method [91] to find qualitatively different
behavioural strategies over long time horizons. Their agents
successfully identified latent features from the dynamics of
Sokoban and Pac-Man-like games and selected appropriate
proto-strategies without access to extrinsic game goals.
In the context of predicting player experience, Guckelsberger
et al. [24] use the computational model of empowerment
and AI agent gameplay data to measure empowerment in
an infinite runner game and produce levels with predefined
empowerment. In their user study, they found that high or
low empowerment levels, measured by simulated agents, was
reflected on coarse player experience dimensions such as challenge, involvement, and engagement. Based on psychology
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and game design literature, they hypothesise that empowerment more directly relates to a human player’s experience
of effectance, (outcome) uncertainty and perceived control.
They also discuss the relationship of empowerment to both
Self-Determination Theory’s competence and autonomy.
Halim et al. [27] estimate the entertainment value of a game
level using an inverted U mapping of the game’s learnability,
favoring not too hard and not too easy levels. Learnability is
evaluated as the number of iterations of genetic optimization
it takes to train an agent to win the game against other agents.

Curiosity

Merrick and Maher [53] implemented novelty-seeking in nonplayer characters and showed that motivated NPCs can evolve
and adapt to new situations. Novelty is calculated using Stanley’s habituation model [88]. Based on this model, novelty
of a specific state decreases with occurence of that state and
increases by non-occurence of it. This was then mapped to an
inverted U curve in order to calculate an interest appraisal that
was used as the reward for the agent.
Based on PSI theory, Cai et al. [14] proposed a computational
model of certainty which was calculated according to how
recently an object had been observed by the agent.
Some work on general video game AI have used curiosity as a
heuristic for improving an agent’s performance. Park and Kim
[65] augmented MCTS with an influence map; for building
the influence map, the agent is directed towards unseen game
objects during simulation. Guerrero-Romero et al. [25] added
various heuristics in addition to maximizing winning, such as
maximizing exploration and interaction with different game
elements. The results showed that adding these heuristics
improved agent performance and each heuristic had a different
effect.

Relatedness

The achievement and power motivation study by Merrick and
Shafi [55] discussed above also proposed a computational
model of affiliation motivation. Similar to their power motivation, the affiliation motivation is also based on the rewards associated with goals. Affiliation-motivated agents seek
low-reward goals in order to avoid competition with powermotivated agents.
Guckelsberger et al. [23] use coupled empowerment to design a general companion NPC which relates to the player
in a supportive manner. Maximising coupled empowerment,
a multi-agent extension of empowerment, makes an agent
choose actions which maintain the empowerment of a coupled
agent, and consider the effect of this coupled agent’s behavior
on the performing agent’s own empowerment. As a result, the
companion follows and protects the player, but also ensures
its own survival.
The model of Cai et al. [14] evaluates the satisfaction of the
need for affiliation through the number of friends that are near
the agent in the game environment.
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Other motivations and approaches

Bostan [11] proposed a motivational framework for analyzing
and predicting player and virtual agent behavior in games,
based on 27 psychological needs from Murray’s early theory
[60]. Bostan provides formulas for determining the probability of various behaviors; thus, the framework can be used
both for analyzing playtraces and synthesizing agent behavior.
The probabilities are based on primary, secondary, and opposing needs, expectancy value, and goal valence. However, no
experimental results were provided.
Forgette and Katchabaw [20] utilized the theory of Reiss [69,
68] in which motives provoke people to perform tasks and
affect a person’s emotion, perception, and outcome behavior.
The theory encompasses 16 basic motives including power, curiosity, independence, status, social contact, vengeance, honor,
idealism, physical exercise, romance, family, order, hunger,
acceptance, tranquility, and saving. Forgette and Katchabaw
[20] let the level of motivations drive action selection of reinforcement learning agents, selecting one dominant motivation
at a time, and attempting to keep all computational appraisals
within predetermined target ranges.

Summary and discussion

In summary, player modeling and simulation-based game testing using intrinsically motivated agents appears to still be
a young field dominated by a few prolific authors such as
Merrick [53, 51, 55, 52, 54].
In general, a common way of computing appraisals related to
motivations and emotion is to utilize fairly simple variables
such as predictability or magnitude of rewards, and then use a
nonlinear transformation to produce, e.g., an inverted U curve.
Sometimes, simple rules work, such as "affiliation-motivated
agents seek low rewards". However, one may ask whether this
is valid generally or only in the simplified social structure and
agent population of a specific experiment?
Another basic tool is to have appraisals not evaluated instantaneously based on the agent’s current state, action, and observations, but instead have some sort of low-pass filter or
gradual accumulation over time. In Forgette and Katchabaw
[20], the motive values decay exponentially until increased by
the agent’s actions. Similarly, the PSI architecture employs
"tanks" with inflow and outflow affected by the agent’s experiences. The tank levels are utilized as appraisals related to
needs; a too high or low value causes the corresponding need
to dominate in action selection.
Unfortunately, similar to the broader field of intrinsically motivated AI, the terminology used is inconsistent. For example,
Merrick’s competence appraisal [51] is based on the unpredictability of rewards, i.e., how big an update is made to the
predictor model based on new observations. On the other
hand, the first principle of Schmidhuber’s theory of artificial
curiosity is that one should generate a curiosity reward based
on exactly the same signal [80]. Further, Halim et al. [27]
frame their work as motivated by Schmidhuber’s theory [80],
while their actual computational appraisal (i.e., learning time)
is more related to competence/challenge.
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Another point of critique we must raise is that the reviewed
papers rarely evaluate the work beyond simply demonstrating that different model parameters produce different behavior.
The work seems promising, but validation with real player data
is called for. For example, if a motivation and emotion model
is supposed to make a game-playing agent more believable
– and thus more suitable for simulation-based game testing –
believability should be both clearly defined and quantified in
a user study. Moreover, there is a clear need for future work
that demonstrates and validates motivation models and computational appraisals in more complex games and simulations.
So far, research has focused on simple games and simulation
environments such as 2D mazes.
OPEN AREAS

Although a considerable body of literature exists on intrinsically motivated agents, the technology has only rarely been
applied in player modeling and simulation-based game testing. Generating agents with a wider variety of motivations
is in particular an open area. Presently, research has mostly
focused on combinations of only few motivations, in particular
curiosity, competence, and empowerment. Social relatedness
and immersion in particular remain underexplored.
In our literature search, we found vastly more player modeling
research that utilizes real players and psychometric or physiological data gathering than research on game-playing agents
with computational models of motivation and emotion. In the
future, research should probably strive to combine these two
topics, using player data to validate and improve the humanlikeness of simulated agents. Naturally, the more complex the
computational model, the more and better data is needed to
adjust the model parameters and validate the predictions.
Fortunately, online games have the potential to generate massive amounts of data; related to this, researchers should find
ways to validate and improve the models primarily on in-game
behavior data, as such data is far more easier to gather without
disturbing the player’s game experience. Clear examples of
behavioral metrics that could be utilized include win ratio,
average score, frequencies of different actions such as killing
enemies or collecting treasure, and traces of player state variables such as spatial position. It is less clear, however, how the
metrics reflect the motivations. The present research on intrinsically motivated agents has perhaps selected the evaluation
metrics more based on what metrics show the effect of manipulating the motivations, and less based on what metrics game
designers and QA teams find most relevant – a further question
for future work is how to better include the stakeholders.
Another important topic is defining clear metrics that can be
used for evaluating game designs, and that could be computed
based on data generated by simulated players. Some of such
metrics are obvious, such as the win rates of different weapons
in a competitive multiplayer game; in a balanced game, no
weapon should have vastly greater win rate. On the other hand,
it is less straightforward to develop metrics for a story-driven
single player game. Although basic appraisals such as surprisal
can probably be computed from image and natural language
data with modern deep learning techniques, understanding and
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simulating the complex emotions evoked by a game’s narrative
remain beyond current techniques.
CONCLUSION

We have overviewed the common intrinsic motivations and
psychological needs discussed in the literature on motivation
and games. Subsequently, we have reviewed how these motivations have been implemented in intelligent agents. A primary strategy is to have an intrinsic motivation module that
translates the agent’s observations and extrinsic rewards into
intrinsic rewards, which the agent then attempts to maximize.
In effect, such an intrinsic motivation module usually implements emotions through one or more computational appraisals
such as an evaluation of the predictability of the reward. The
appraisals are then combined and encoded in the intrinsic
reinforcement signal; in essence, this means that positive emotions are treated as intrinsic rewards, and negative emotions
are treated as punishment that the agents avoid.
Of the common intrinsic motivations – competence, autonomy,
social relatedness, curiosity, immersion, domination – curiosity appears to be the most often utilized one both in general AI
and game-playing agents, implemented through appraisals of
unpredictability of the rewards or observations. Together with
the need for competence and challenges, curiosity helps both
real organisms and simulated agents explore and learn even
if the extrinsic rewards are rare or otherwise do not provide
strong guidance. Another common computational appraisal is
information-theoretic empowerment, denoting the magnitude
of change the agent can have in its sensory inputs through
its actions. Empowerment has been suggested to be related
to both competence and autonomy [24], and it may also be
linked to the domination motivations identified in games, as
being able to dominate others enables new degrees of freedom
for controlling a social environment.
Work on social relatedness and in particular immersion and
domination is sparse, with only a few examples. In general,
despite the prevalence of the term "intrinsic motivation", intrinsically motivated AI seems to in practice focus more on
appraisal theories of emotion than intrinsic motivation theories
such as Self-Determination Theory. This is understandable,
as appraisal theory provides more clear concepts that can be
implemented as AI code, although it might be less well known
in the game research community than player type research or
Self-Determination Theory.
In the domain of player modeling, research has utilized both
explicit motivation models based on computational appraisals,
and implicit models learned from player data. Explicit models appear less prevalent; in the end, we found surprisingly
few papers to include in this review. What also appears to be
missing is a combination of both approaches: explicit models validated and fine-tuned based on real player data. We
believe that such models have the potential to provide both the
high accuracy of data-driven models and high versatility and
generalization capabilities of data-free models. Explicit computational appraisals also have the benefit of acting both as
behavior drivers and as measures of the agent’s affective state.
Thus, they could be used for both testing for player behavior
and player experience, which could perhaps be combined with
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or substituted for the expressive but labor-intensive physiological player experience research methods such as Biometric
Storyboards [56].
To enable developing and validating better computational models of motivation and emotion, closer collaboration of AI and
player experience researchers is called for, with the goal of
compiling rich datasets and benchmarks. Such datasets should
include time-stamped data streams with enough temporal resolution, e.g., gameplay videos, game event logs, and affect
signals such as Galvanic Skin Response, Heart-rate Variability,
and player facial expressions. Further, the datasets should be
collected from games that allow the integration of custom AI
agents, e.g., through the OpenAI Gym interface [12]. To the
best of our knowledge, no current publicly available dataset
satisfies all the criteria.
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Table 2. Summary of review results
Intrinsic motivation

Implementations in AI

Player modeling and games

Competence

• Empowerment [75, 59, 22]: maximizing the
effect the agent can have on its observations
through its actions

• Merrick [51] computational model of competence in NPC agents

• Sukhbaatar et al. [89] goal generative adversarial network for defining skill-challenge
balanced goals for agents
• Need for competence in PSI architecture [5]

• Merrick and Shafi [55] achievement model
• Guckelsberger et al. [24] computational model of empowerment in
evaluating game levels
• Halim et al. [27] estimation of learnability
• Mariusdottir et al. [50] meta-controller for selecting tasks with a
level of complexity matching the agent’s skill
• Cai et al. [14] computational model of competence based on the
number of successful and failed actions of an agent
• Anthony, Polani and Nehaniv [3] empowerment as intrinsic drive
for general game-playing agents

Autonomy

• Empowerment [75, 59, 22]: quantifying
the availability of actions in different game
states

• Guckelsberger et al. [24] computational model of empowerment in
evaluating game levels
• Merrick and Shafi [55] power motivation
• Anthony, Polani and Nehaniv [3] empowerment as intrinsic drive
for general game-playing agents

Curiosity

• Novelty [62, 8, 87]: estimating the visit frequency of states
• Surprise [34, 66, 2]: calculating the deviation between observations and predictions
• Need for certainty of knowledge in PSI architecture [5]

• Merrick and Maher [53] computational model of curiosity
• Park and Kim [65] use curiosity to build an influence map for
augmenting a Monte Carlo Tree Search agent
• Guerrero-Romero [25] add curiosity heuristics to general video
game playing agents
• In addition many intrinsically motivated AI papers with curiosity implementations use games such as Montezuma’s Revenge as
benchmarks; curiosity helps with sparse game rewards.
• Cai et al. [14] computational model of certainty based on how
recently an object has been visited by the agent

Relatedness

• Loneliness [76]

• Merrick and Shafi [55] affiliation model

• Social affiliation [5, 18]

• Guckelsberger et al. [23] companion NPC agent that maximizes
coupled empowerment
• Cai et al. [14] computational model of affiliation based on the
number of agent’s close friends in a game environment
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